VAMPIRE® TYPE HANDVACUUM PUMP

Vampire® pumps have brought a new level of performance to fluid sampling. Their durability, simplicity, versatility and ease of operation give a distinct advantage over competitive models. Companies such as environmental clean up, trucking, mass transit systems, laboratories, etc. have all found the Vampire pumps to be invaluable.

With the Vampire® pump the sample liquid comes into contact with the suction tube and the sample bottle only. The tubing can be regarded “total loss” avoiding cross contamination and spills. In addition, the area stays clean.

The small diameter of the tube (6 mm) allows sampling through sounding pipes or other complicated and difficult to reach areas, eventually with the aid of the Stainless Steel tube weight. As the pumps seize is dictated by the dimension of the sample bottle, various pump seizes are available. For the sampling of hydraulic fluids pre cleaned bottles - meeting the ISO 4406 specification - are available.

**Order codes for shown equipment:**
1001017 Vampire® pump model 38X
201-04 Sample bottle, 120 ml
1009002 St Steel weight
1000092 tube

**Optional:** Depending on the pump model and (if different from the shown standard) type of bottle, adapters are available.

Zematra has a wide range of portable test equipment for monitoring the condition of lubricants, fuels, soil and water. If you are looking for another test parameter, just give us a call or send a fax/e-mail

**ZEMATRA YOUR PARTNER IN TESTING**